Face recognition across pose with automatic estimation of pose parameters through AAM-based landmarking
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Abstract

In this paper we present a fully automatic system for face recognition across pose where no frontal view is needed in enrollment or test. The system uses three Active Appearance Models (AAMs): the first one is a generic multiresolution AAM, while the remaining ones are trained to cope with left/right variations (i.e. pose-dependent AAMs). During the fitting stage, pose is automatically estimated using eigenvector analysis, and a synthetic face is generated through texture warping. Results over CMU PIE Database show promising results compared to the performance achieved with manually landmarked faces.

1. Introduction

One of the pending challenges in face recognition under uncontrolled acquisition conditions still consist of the pose invariance problem. Appearance difference caused by intra-personal face rotation is often larger than inter-personal differences under the same pose. There have been multiple research efforts to deal with face recognition across pose ([15] is a recent review). The straightforward solution to this problem is to store different views for each registered subject. But in many real applications, we can not afford to have more than one image per subject, and even, frequently, the stored face image is not frontal, as in video-surveillance. In these cases the approaches can be divided into those based on fully redesigning the recognizer [2][14][10] in order to match pose-invariant face features, and those that rely on creating virtual views of rotated faces and use a general purpose recognizer for matching the real image and the synthetic one under the same pose. In this last approach, we distinguish between methods based on 3D modeling, [16][1] and methods based on 2D, [7][11][3].

2. Pose-Dependent Active Appearance Models

Active Appearance Models combine a powerful model of joint shape and texture with a gradient-descent fitting algorithm. AAM was first introduced by Cootes et al. in 1998 [6] and, since then, this modeling has been widely used in face and medical image analysis.

During a training stage, a set of landmarked face-shapes \( s_i = (x_{0i}, y_{0i}, \ldots, x_{ni}, y_{ni}) \) are aligned using Procrustes analysis, in order to get invariance against 2D rigid changes (scale, translation, roll rotation). A shape model is created through PCA of the aligned training shapes (1). In the same way, textures \( g \) are warped to a frame reference set, and intensity normalized before being combined in a PCA texture model (2). The joint shape-texture model is built by applying a third PCA to the suitably combined shape and texture coefficients. At this point we have a model that can represent one face in a few set of parameters, known as the appearance parameters \( c_i \) (3).
During the fitting stage, starting from a reasonable good initialization, the AAM algorithm iteratively corrects the appearance parameters, using a gradient descent algorithm that tries to minimize the squared error between the texture of the face normalized and warped to the reference frame, \( g_s \), and the texture of the face reconstructed by the model, \( g_m \), using the appearance parameters. This way, given a target face, with an unknown shape, we can figure out the shape of the face by fitting it to the model and recovering the shape from the appearance parameters. One of the drawbacks of the AAM is that the performance of the fitting algorithm decreases if the model has to explain high variations, like yaw and pitch rotations of the face. In order to handle these situations Cootes et al. [5] trained different AAM based models to fit different small ranges in pose. The viewpoint dependent model. Also, estimating the pose using the appearance parameters, instead of the appearance parameters, makes our decision more robust to variable lighting conditions.

3. Face Frontalization

Our goal now is to synthesize frontal views of the face (gallery and probe) only knowing one rotated view of the face. González-Jiménez et al. [7] state that, as rigid movement constitute the largest variation in shape, this information will be decoupled and concentrated in the first few eigenvectors of the PCA model of 2D shapes. As Procrustes analysis is performed prior to PCA, only rigid variations, like pitch and yaw rotations (not eliminated with a 2D alignment) are reflected in the first shape eigenvectors. In our case, we use a PCA model of both frontal and yaw rotated faces from CMU Pie database[12], therefore, all the yaw rotation information concentrate in the first shape parameter, the so-called pose-parameter. This pose-parameter has, approximately, a linear variation with the rotation angle \( \theta \) between \(-45^\circ\) and \(+45^\circ\) \((b_s \simeq (b_{s\text{(pose)}} \simeq K\theta; b_{s\text{(oth)}}))\), and therefore, the rotation angle can be estimated from any landmarked face, just by projecting the aligned landmarks into the shape model. We are going to use the higher resolution level of the generic model with this objective.

Once we have a face represented in our shape model \( b_s = (s - \bar{s}) P_s \), the frontalization process consist of setting to zero the rotation parameter \( b_{s\text{r}} = (b_{s\text{(pose)}} = 0, b_{s\text{(oth)}}) \), and reconstruct the shape using the frontalized parameters \( s_{fr} = \bar{s} + b_{s\text{r}} P_s \). The frontalized shape is filled with the texture from the image. In cases where the rotation is large and self-occlusions appear, symmetry is applied, and the texture of the visible half side of the face is used to fill both left and right half side of the frontalized shape.

4. Automatic face recognition across pose

In this section, we explain the whole process of face recognition robust to pose changes using the CMU PIE database as experimental setup. We split the 68 subjects on the CMU-Pie database into training and test subjects. We use the training subjects to build 3 different models, one generic multiresolution model (3 levels of resolution) including all poses, as explained before, one standard AAM model for the left rotated faces and another one for the right rotated faces. The shape model of the third level of resolution is used to frontalize the shape. Both training and testing images are preprocessed using [9], in order to cope with illumination variations. The
AAM in the lower level of resolution is initialized using an estimation of the scale and position of the face. This estimation is performed using four Viola-Jones detectors (face, eyes, mouth and nose). After fitting in two levels of resolution, the pose parameter is checked to decide which is the pose of the face and, therefore, which one of the pose dependent models needs to be applied for the final fitting (see figure 1). Then, we project the image into the higher resolution AAM to recover a better estimation of the shape parameters. Setting to zero the pose parameter, and reconstructing the shape, we get a frontalized shape with minimum identity lost. The frontalized virtual images are generated by warping the free-shape texture of the input image to the frontalized shape. As we have projected the face into the higher resolution AAM, we actually have two free-shape textures: $g_s$ the texture from the original image normalized and warped to reference frame, and the texture of the face reconstructed by the model, $g_m$, using the appearance parameters. Also, we could have frontalized the shape by modifying only the pose parameter (our main approach) or taking directly the mean shape of the model with no identity information. We will perform recognition experiments with these four approaches to get virtual frontal faces:

- **FoT**: $g_s$ warped to the frontalized shape by setting pose parameter to zero
- **MoT**: $g_s$ warped to the mean shape of the model.
- **FmT**: $g_m$ warped to the frontalized shape by setting pose parameter to zero
- **MmT**: $g_m$ warped to the mean shape of the model.

In the experiments section, we will show the improvement in recognition when keeping the shape identity information and the original texture (FoT). In those cases that the rotation angle of the face is large, we need to apply symmetry to avoid artifacts from self occlusion. As we said in section 3, there is an approximate linear correspondence between the shape parameter and the rotation angle, so we decide to symmetrize or not according to the value of pose parameter.

With this technique we frontalize both the gallery and the probe image and perform recognition with standard frontal face matchers independently on the pose of both gallery and probe poses. For our experiments we use the recognition system described in [8] based on Gabor filters. Figure 2 shows the whole recognition process.

5. Experiments

We test our system on 34 subjects from CMU Pie database. For each subject, we use five different views between $-45^\circ$ and $+45^\circ$, each view is used as gallery and probe. Both gallery and probe images are automatically landmarked using the system explained before.

In Table 1, we show pose-independent average results using the four approaches to synthesize virtual frontal views defined before. In this Table, we show that keeping the identity information, using each person frontalized shape instead of the mean shape, improves the recognition results, both if we use the original texture from the image (FoT better than MoT), or the texture recovered from the model (FmT better than MmT). Recognition results get worse using the automatic landmarked points, nevertheless, keeping the identity information still leads us to better recognition results than using the mean shape. It is important to highlight that due to the use of automatic landmarks the frontalization of shape through pose parameter estimation can be more noisy than using the mean shape, always constant. This explain the minor performance decrease on MoT.

When we use the model texture (FmT,MmT) instead of the original texture from the image (FoT,MoT), recognition results decrease because our test subjects are not included in the model and, consequently, the representation of test subjects texture is less accurate.

Tables 2 and 3 show the recognition results using only the frontalization option FoT, both for manually landmarked faces (72 points) and for fully automatic landmarking and pose estimation. The results in recognition decrease for most of the probe-gallery pose combinations, having more dramatic decrement for pose differences of $45^\circ$ due to the propagation of larger landmarking errors in these poses.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a fully automatic face recognition system able to handle pose variation between probe and gallery images. We showed the importance of keeping the shape identity information through the proper handle of shape subspace coefficients, and
we demonstrate how the method proposed in [7] can be made more robust to automatic landmarking and automatic pose detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FoT</th>
<th>MoT</th>
<th>FntT</th>
<th>MnT</th>
<th>No Pose Correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual Points</td>
<td>98.68</td>
<td>91.32</td>
<td>62.65</td>
<td>55.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Points</td>
<td>96.18</td>
<td>84.70</td>
<td>73.38</td>
<td>73.82</td>
<td>59.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Average recognition results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe Pose</th>
<th>Gallery Pose</th>
<th>-45°</th>
<th>22.5°</th>
<th>0°</th>
<th>+22.5°</th>
<th>+45°</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FoT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>91.18</td>
<td>97.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoT</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.06</td>
<td>99.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FntT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94.12</td>
<td>94.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>91.18</td>
<td>91.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Pose Correction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.06</td>
<td>97.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results using manual landmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe Pose</th>
<th>Gallery Pose</th>
<th>-45°</th>
<th>22.5°</th>
<th>0°</th>
<th>+22.5°</th>
<th>+45°</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FoT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>97.06</td>
<td>97.06</td>
<td>94.12</td>
<td>91.18</td>
<td>94.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoT</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.06</td>
<td>99.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FntT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>94.12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94.12</td>
<td>94.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94.12</td>
<td>94.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Pose Correction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.06</td>
<td>97.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Results automatic landmarks.

Our results using manual landmarks are state of the art [16, 2, 14, 3]. The performance of the fully automatic system decreases due to the propagation of the landmarking error. Our future work will be focused on improving the landmarking through a better initialization of the generic multiresolution model. This will also let us increase the number of pose-dependent AAM, having each of them less variation to handle.
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